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NOTATION

Cd Section drag coefficient

C Section lift coefficient

C Section quarter-chord pitching moment coefficient relative tomc/4 x = 0.25 c'

C Blowing momentum coefficient, dhV./qc'

c Original airfoil chordlength, in.

cl Effective airfoil chordlength, as increased by CCW trailing edge
addition, in.

h Blowing jet slot height, in.

( Blowing jet mass efflux, slugs/sec

PD Blowing total pressure, psfa

P Free-stream static pressure, psfa

q Corrected free-stream dynamic pressure, psf

qo Nominal free-stream dynamic pressure, psf

RR Reynolds number based on effective chord c'e

r Trailing edge radius, in.

tTE Trailing edge thickness (2r for CCW airfoils), in.

V. Isentropic jet velocity, ft/sec

x Longitudinal distance from leading edge, in.

z Vertical distance from original chordline, in.

aeff Effective angle of attack, corrected for induced effects, deg

Geometric angle of attack, deg

V



Ostall Stall angle of attack, deg

6flap Flap deflection angle, deg

6 slat Leading edge slat deflection below chordline, deg

A Chordlength change experienced in assembly, in.
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ABSTRACT

Excellent high-lift and cruise performance of a small,
round, fixed circulation control wing (CCW) trailing edge fitted
to a supercritical airfoil has been confirmed by subsonic wind
tunnel investigations. This fixed-trailing-edge, blown high
lift airfoil generates a negligible subsonic cruise drag
penalty, but can generate a section lift coefficient near 7.0.
This configuration is a significant improvement over the
flight-proven A-6/CCW airfoil that had similar lift performance,
but had a large trailing edge requiring mechanization for
transition to cruise flight. Further, the large leading edge
radius of the supercritical airfoi] allows operating at high
lift over a moderate angle-of-attack range. These results imply
the feasibility of a mono-element airfoil with no moving
components required for high lift; the transition from the
cruise to the high-lift configuration is accomplished by blowing
from a fixed slot. The favorable characteristics of both the
cruise and high-lift airfoils are retained without compromise to
either.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The work reported herein was funded by Din-"al Material Command (MAT 08D4) under

Program Element 62241N, Task AreL ZF 41421001, DTNSRDC Work Unit 1660-608 and by

Naval Air Systems Command (AIR 320D) under Program Element 62241N, Task Area WF

4 1 4 2 1 0 0 0, DTNSRDC Work Unit 1600-081. The original baseline 17-percent-thick

supeocritical airfoil model was contributed by NASA Langley Research Center (Code

3860). Model modification was conducted from June through August 1980, and the

two-dimensional investigations were conducted in two series: August through

October 1980, and January 1981.

INTRODUCTION

The circulation control wing (CCW) concept has recently been proven in flight

demonstrations as a very effective yet mechanically simple high-lift system capable

of significant short takeoff and landing (STOL) characteristics.I-3. As applied to

a typical fixed-wing aircraft, the concept employs engine bleed air blown

tangentially over a rounded trailing edge to amplify the airfoil circulation and

*A complete listing of references is given on page 13.



thus its high lift capability. Typical two-dimensional CCW airfoil sections using

blowing rates available from production engine compressor bleed have tripled the

lift gene-ation of the basic airfoil section with a conventional mechanical

flap.I' 4 The A-6/CCW flight demonstrator airfoil incorporated a state-of-the-art

large trailing edge radius of 3.67 percent chord to guarantee a juccessful flight

demonstration, but any operational use of this design would require mechanized

retraction of the system into the wing to avoid a large cruise drag penalty. An

alternative for minimizing this drag problem is to reduce the trailing edge size to

the point where it incurs no base drag penalty relative to the conventional

airfoil. An advanced CCW STOL aircraft has been postulated5 ' 6 which employs a

small round trailing edge and blowing plenum, both contained within the cruise

airfoil contour (Figure 1). This is accomplished by taking advantage of the large

aft thickness of a typical bluff trailing edge supercritical airfoil, and provides

the potential for a no-moving-parts high-lift system which does not have to be

retracted for cruise. The system converts from cruise to high lift merely by

initiating blowing and additionally provides the good cruise benefits of the super-

critical section as well as the availability of blowing for transonic maneuvera-

bility. A reduced-radius (r = 0.021c) CCW trailing edge applied to a sharp

trailing edge NACA 64A-212 airfoil has been investigated and was found to be quite

effective. However, a CCW/supercritical combination had not been investigated,

nor had a round trailing edge small enough to be compatible with its aft contour.

The purpose of the present investigations is to assess both the lifting capabili-

ties and the unblown drag levels of a series of progressively smaller CGW trailing

edges on a typical supercritical airfoil. The ultimate goal is to produce a

single-element CCW/supercritical no-moving-parts airfoil with minimal lift loss

relative to larger radius CCW airfoils, and minimal drag penalty relative to bluff

trailing edge supercritical section.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

To accomplish the above goals, it was desired to combine a typical, proven

supercritical section with a set of baseline CCW trailing edge parameters typical

of the A-6/CCW aircraft, and then progressively reduce the trailing edge size until

it was compatible with the supercritical airfoil aft contour. The NASA

17-percent-thick supercritical airfoil shown in Figure 2 was both wind-tunnel
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tested7 ' 8 and flight tested7 ' 9a and therefore has a suitable reference data base.

As the section coordinates in Table I confirm, the airfoil thickness produces a

large bluff leading edge radius of 4.28-percent chord, which is of such substantial

size that the radius may substitute for a mechanical leading edge device and thus

further simplify the high-lift configuration. To parametrically vary the model

trailing edge geometry, the A-6/CCW design radius-to-chord ratio of 0.0367 was

taken as a baseline reference value, halved to give r/c' = 0.018 and halved again

to give r/c' = 0.009. The smallest trailing edge diameter (0.0188c') is then

slightly greater than twice the 0.008c trailing edge thickness of the baseline

supercritical airfoil. These model configurations are shown in Figure 3.

To make results directly comparable, a constant slot height (h = 0.028 in.,

h/r = 0.032) would produce the same relation between blowing pressure and momentum

coefficient Cp for all airfoils, but would increase the slot-height-to-radius ratio

for the smaller radii (h/r up to 0.128). Because Reference 4 suggests that

strongly attached Coanda flow is maintained for 0.01 < h/r < 0.05 and effective jet

turning and lift augmentation result from 0.02 < r/c < 0.05, the reduced radius

configurations will exceed these guidelines. The effects of this will be an

important test result.

An alternate trailing edge was designed in case the small radius proved unable

to yield large lift augmentation. By employing twice the radius but only half a

cylinder, the 0.018'7c' design thickness and tendency for attached flow are

maintained; but Coanda turning is limited to the 96-deg arc which ends at the sharp

trailing edge, if the trailing edge is to remain fixed. A very short chord blown

flap is thus formed, and lift augmentation will be limited by the maximum flow

turning of 96 deg. This Eeometry is referred to in the following discussion as the

96-deg circular arc configuration.

Because Lhe test objective is a comparison of lift and drag results produced

by variation in blowing parameters rather than airfoil incidence, most of the

investigations were planned at a geometric incidence of ag = 0 deg. Thus no

leading edge device was thought to be necessary, especially when ,,onsidering the

large leading edge radius of the supercritioal airfoil, however, a limited series

of data was taken over a range of' incidence values to provide a preliminary evalu-

ation of leading edge capability.
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MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

MODELS

The model configurations shown in Figure 3 were constructed based on the

design considerations discussed in the previous section and on the 23-in. chord,

two-dimensional NASA 17-percent-thick supercritical airfoil model described in

Figure 2 and Table 1. This supercritical airfoil model wa" made available by NASA

Langley Research Center; additional details of this basic model are found in

Reference 7, and subsonic aerodynamic characteristics are presented in References 7

and 8. The model lower aft surface was machined to provide an air supply plenum

cavity. The plenum lower wall was interchangeable and supported the various

trailing edge geometries as shown in Figure 3. The center of each of these radii

was located vertically below the slot lip, which was located at the trailing edge

of the original airfoil. (A small machining error put this lip at x = 22.981 in.

instead of the intended 23.000 in.) The gap between this upper lip and the round

trailing edges became the tangential blowing slot, and was adjustable in height by

use of compression and jacking screws. The slot exit was thus a constant distance

from the airfoil leading edge for all models. The effective chord c' is the sum of

the original chord (now x = 22.981 in.), the trailing edge radius (r), and any

slight trailing edge horizontal displacement (A) experienced in assembly. All

reported force, moment, and blowing coefficients are based on c', since this is

considered to be the undeflected cruise reference chord of each airfoil. Table 2

lists the trailing edge parameters for these airfoils. Note that Configurations 3
and 5 are basically the same small radius configuration. After testing and

disassembly of Configuration 3, it was noted that pressure tubing in the small

plenum had partially blocked portions of the slot. This was corrected to allow a

smooth internal plenum and an unobstructed entrance to the slot, and then was

re-tested as Configuration 5.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

The 3-ft span two-dimensional models described were mounted between the 3- by

8-ft subsonic two-dimensional wall inserts installed in the DTNSRDC 8- by 10-ft

subsonic tunnel. 4,8 Lift and moment coefficients were obtained by numerical

integration of surface static pressures near the midspan as recorded by a 144-port

scanivalve system. The drag coefficient was obtained from integration of wake

momentum deficit as measured on a fixed total head wake rake spanning nearly 8 ft

4



from floor to ceiling. Model installation, test apparatus and technique, data

reduction and corrections, and monitoring of tunnel two-dimensionality were all

conducted as reported in Reference 4 (Appendix A) and Reference 8. Photographs of

the test setup employed are also included in Reference 4. The momentum coefficient

C was calculated as diV./(qc'), where th is the mass flow per unit slot span as

measured by venturimeter, and V. is the calculated isentropic jet velocity calcu-

lated using the equation in Reference 4. One difference in test techniques from

the Reference 4 procedures is that the tangential wall blowing slots intended to

retain two-dimensionality from wall to wall were not employed because a failure in

the lip of one slot made them unequal and ineffective. Thus, t1-J effective angle

of attack for all data will be less than the geometrically set value due to the

presence of some three-dimensional tip (wall) effects and the resulting downwash.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental investigations were conducted in appioximately the order of the

Table 2 liating, where duct pressure and then slot height were varied for each

configuration at a geometric incidence of 0 deg. Additional variations were made

in Reynolds number and angle of attack before conversion to the next trailing edge

configuration. The following discussion concentrates mainly on the effects of

these variations and the resulting performance of the four trailiog edge

geometries.

EFFECTIVE INCIDENCE

Because the tangential wall blowing system normally used to enhance test sec-

tion two-dimensionality was inoperative for these investigations, spanwise static

pressure distributions across the model from wall to wall were recorded and com-

pared to those from the two-dimensional investigations of References 1, 3, and 4.

These present variations were fournd to be at least as uniform as those previously

obtained. Therefore, the incidence corrections due to induced angle of attack as

applied in the previous tests should be applicable here also. These correctione

are presented in Figure 4, As lift coefficient increases, effective incidence is

reduced due to increased vorticity at the model-wall junction and the resulting

induced downwash angles along the mi'del span. The effective incidence C eff is thus

the corrected true angle of' attack at which the airfoiJ. mIldspan (static pressure

tap location) is operating, and Figure 4 may be employed to obtain those values.

5



However, in order to make comparisons at the same nominal incidence, the airfoil

charauter-istics that follow are presented for constant values of gecmetric

incidence a

gl

LIFT AUGMENTATION DUE TO BLOWING

Section lift is presented in Figure 5 as a function of momentum coefficient

and incidence for the NACA 64A008.4/CCW airfoil section (References 1 and 3) to

allow comparisons to the lift performance of a state-of-the-art CCW airfoil. This

is the airfoil at the wing fold-line on the A-6/CCW flight demonstrator aircraft;

the geometric parameters shown thus represent flight-proven values capable of high

lift and significant STOL performance2' The drawing of this airfoil in Figure 5a!

shows the relative size of the rounded trailing edge and emphasizes the need to

reduce that geometry to the smaller trailing edges of Figure 3. For these four

different trailinj edge configurations applied to the supercritical airfoil,

section lift coefficients are presented in Figure 6 as functions of momentum

coefficient and slot height at 0-deg incidence and a nominal free-sLream dynamic

pressure of 10 psf (Re = 1.2 x 10 6). For all three of the full circular trailing

edges (Configurations 1, 2, and 5), an increase in slot height yielded increased
lift at constant C , until some upper limit on slot height was reached. For the

0.875-in. and 0.438-in. trailing edge radius configurations, the largest slot

heights caused a reduction in lift for all values of C; but for the small

0.219-in. radius trailing edge, larger slot heights produced larger lift until a

certain value of C was reached, after which lift dropped significantly. This was

found to be a function of the pressure ratio effect on the blowing jet attachment

whikh could be sustained by the small radius. (See Reference 10 for a discussion

of jet detachment at higher pressures for small radii.) In Figure 7, it is

confirmed that for each z'',t height, a pressure ratio exists beyond which lift

reduces with increased blowing on the small radius airfoil. The same effect occurs

for the 0)438-in. radius of Configuration 2, but only for the large h = 0.056 in.

Since, for both of these airfoils, these limiting pressure ratios are reached at

lower C values as q is increased, it was decided to run the majority of these

investigations at q = 10 psf and thus extend the attached-flow C range. Figure 6d
4thows flow detachment for h = 0.01I in. occuring at C • 0.17 when q = 25 psf, but

not until C • 0.45 for q = 10 psf. The Figure 7 data emphasize the effectiveness

of the small trailing edge airfoil when run at the low pressure ratio (and

6



corresponding higher slot heights) characteristic of powering the airfoil with

turbofan bypass airflow.

Figure 6c offers an alternative to the completely round trailing edge, where

the circular arc trailing edge of Configuration 4 ends in a sharp corner at

approximatel.y 96 deg from the slot. This fixes the jet separation point and

minimizes the effects of slot height change. It also produces considerably less

lift than the full round configurations, but seems to assure jet attachment at much

higher pressure ratios and P values. The performance of this airfoil closely

resembles the characteristic jet flap, as is also seen by its drag characteristics

and considerable thrust recovery.

LIFT VARIATION WITH INCIDENCE

While all of the configurations were investigated at 0 deg and several other

discrete angles of attack for comparison, the small radius Configuration 5 airfoil

was run over a geometric angle-of-attack range from -5 deg to +15 deg. These lift

data for the 0.014-in. slot height are presented as a function of blowing at

constant incidence in Figure 8a, and are crossplotted as the more conventional C

versus a at constant C in Figure 8b. These plots may be compared directly to the

data of the state-of-the-art A-6/CCW airfoil of Figure 5, which was run at a larger

slot height and Reynolds number than Configuration 5. Two trends are noticeable.

First, the lift on the CCW/supercritlcal airfoil, with a radius only 25 percent as

large as the A-6/CCW airfoil, is slightly greater than that airfoil at lower a and

Q9, since the A-6 slat imparts a download under these conditions. Second, the

undeflected bulbous nose of the supercritical airfoil provides the same or better

leading edge performance as the A-6 37.5 deg slat, yielding almost identical stall

angles at any given C .1J
The apparent de..icits in certain of the lift curves (primarily for

6 deg < a < 12 deg and C < 0.20) are due to flow separation on the supercritical

airfoil aft upper surface, between the crest and the slot. (This condition is

discussed in detail in Reference 11.) The separated flow is re-entrained at higher

CP, and the deficitz. disappear.

7



COMPARATIVE LIFT ?ERFORMANCE

In Figure 9, the four supercritical airfcil configurations are compared with

each other at the same slot height (h = 0.028 in.), Reynolds number (Re ! 1.2 x
6e10 , q 10 psf), and incidence (a = 0 deg), and to the A-6/CCW at a similar slotS

height (h = 0.027 in.) but at a higher Reynolds number (1.9 x 106 q = 25 psf).

Reduction in trailing edge radius on the CCW/supercritical airfoil tends to only

slightly reduce CQ. At a typical C of 0.25, the small radius configuration gerer-

ates only 5 percent less lift than Configuration 1, which has a radius four times

as large. In Figure 10, for h = 0.014 in. Instead of 0.028 in., the reduction in

lift is 7 percent. However, all three round trailing edges perform better than the

A-6/CCW airfoil at as 0 deg, probably because of the slat download and theS
resulting lift loss. The basic 17-percent supercritical airfoil without blowing

(Reference 7) generates only C. = 0.4 at this incidence. The 96-deg circular arc

airfoil generates less circulation lift than the full round trailing edges due to

the fixed Jet separation point locations and limited flow turning.

The Figure 10 data for the reduced slot height show similar trends to Figure

9. However, lift levels are slightly lower, and the small radius maintains jet

attachment to considerably higher C£ and C values than for h = 0.028 in. A

comparison of these configurations is made in Figure 11 for a constant

slot-height-to-radius ratio, h/r = 0.032. The constant h/r forces smaller slot

heights on the smallhr radius airfoils, and thus the reduction in lift for the

small radius is increased somewhat, an emphasized in Figure 7.

DRAG DUE TO BLOWING AND INCIDENCE

Two-dimensional drag coefficients obtained from wake rake pressure integra-

tions are presented in Figure 12 for the A-6/CCW airfoil and in Figure 13 for the

four CCW/Supercritical configurations at ag = 0 deg. Whereas some scatter existsg
in these data (just as it did in the basic airfoil drag measurements of Reference

7), some obvious trends can be detected. Initiation of blowing causes an immediate

reduction in measured drag coefficient because, at these low jet turning condi-

tions, the jet momentum is recovered as thrust and the wake momentum deficit is

diminished. For the 96-deg circular arc (Figure 13c), this trend of reducing drag

by increasing C continues throughout the entire range of blowing tested; however,Vt

for the full round trailing edges, the jet continues to turn as C increases. As a

result, thrust recovery diminishes, a larger viscous wake is generated, and drag

8
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begins to increase. This increase in drag is also due to the increased profile

drag caused by large negative pressure regions over the round trailing edge, and

thus larger drag valups occur for the larger radii configurations at higher

blowing.

Drag variation with incidence is presented in Figure 14 for the small trailing

edge airfoil at h = 0.014 in. With the exception of the aft flow separation

regimes at ag = 9 deg and 12 tg, drag levels are lower at all incidences than the

larger radius A-6/CCW airfoil of Figure 12 (at a higher Reynolds number), and

significant regions of negative drag (thrust recovery) are present. The reduced

size bluff trailing edge thus can significantly increase the efficiency (blown V/d)

of CCW airfoils.

Drag polars for the small radius airfoil at low blowing values (C < 0.05) are

compared in Figure 15 with the baseline 17-percent supercritical airfoil operating

at a higher Reynolds number. The drag values of thb baseline airfoil are slightly

lower than those of the CCW/supercritical airfoil with no blowing (ACd = 0.0006 at

S0 deg and Re = 2 x 10 6); however, the drag of the blown airfoil can be reduced

to that of the baseline airfoil by blowing at C < 0.005 for at < 9 deg.

Additional blowing will reduce the drag even further. Thus, the high-lift device

of the CCW airfoil may be left exposed for cruise conditions with essentially no

drag penalty.

Reynolds number effects on the large and small radius CCW airfoils are shot-n

in Ftgure 16. Lift coefficient remains constant over the range evaluated. Drag

coefficient reduces noticeably with Reynolds number for the large radius, but

rather insignificantly for the small radius. For both radii, Cd appears constant

for Rie > 2 x 106. A sharp trailing edge NACA 64 3-418 airfoil (from Reference 12)

is included here for comparison, as is the baseline NASA supercriticdl airfoil. At

R e 2 x 106, the unblown lift and drag values at a g 0 deg are:

Airfoil Cd Ck

643-418 (Re = 3 x 106) 0.0061 0.330

Baseline supercritical 0.0084 0.400

Small CCW, r = 0.219 in. 0.0090 0.455

Large CCW, r = 0.875 in. 0.0183 0.671
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PITCHING MOMENT

As is typical of most blown airfoils, the inoseased suct:on legion near the

trailing edge blowing source generates increased roje-down pitching moment, as is

verified in Figure 17 for the A-6/CCW airfoil section. Increase I. incidence adds

leading edge suction regions which counteract those at the trailing edge and thus

reduce the nose-down moment. This nose-down pitch was trimmable with modification

to the existing stabilizer on the A-6/CCW. 1- 3 The enlarged tail area employed

could have been reduced in size due to the favorable effects of engine thrust on

the tail. Quarter-chord pitching moments at 0-deg incidence and q = 10 psf for the

four CCW/supercritical configurations are presented in Figure 18. These configura-
tions generate similar trends to the A-6 airfoil. As the slope of the C versus C

curve decreases, the pitching moment slope reduces as well, or pitch-up occurs in

the case of flow separation. For C < 0.25, the supercritical sections generate

less nose-down pitch than the A-6/CCW airfoil (Figure 19). This is probably due to

greater vertical suction components on the undeflected superoritical leading edge
radius.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Circulation contrcl wing technology was applied to a NASA 17--percent-thick

supercritical airfoil. Circular trailing edges of three different radii were

evaluated: a large radius comparable to the A-6/CCW aircraft, a small radius

approximately twice the thickness of the supercritical airfoil trailing edge, and a

radius in between these two. A fourth configuration was developed using 96 deg of

circular ari on the intermediate size radius. 'he results of s usin g e

two-dimensional wind tunnel investigations indicate the small trailing edge size

can be applied to a supercritical airfoil without degrading CCW performance. The

following conclusions resulted from these investigations.

0 Reduction in trailing edge radius size from a state-of-the-art value

(0.0366c') to 25 percent that size (0.0094c') results in lift losses of only 5 to 7

percent at zero incidence, depending on C and slot height. Lift coefficients

greater than 5.5 were generated at C < 0.25 and a 0 deg for both configura-

tions.

10
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* All CCW/supercritical configurations with full round trailing edges

produced greater lift at ag = 0 deb than the A-6/CCW airfoil at the same slot

height due to the absence of download which existed in the leading edge slat of the

flight-proven airfoil.

* The large bulbous nondeflecting leading edge of the supercritical airfoil

provides flow attachment capability the same as or better than the A-6/CCW's

37.5-deg leading edge slat, generating almost identical stall angles at the same C

but at a lower Reynolds number. A C near 7 at C = 0.4 and a = 10 deg wasz g
generated by the small radius CCW/supercritical airfoil.

* The CCW/supercritical configurations performed better at larger slot

heights as long as certain pressure ratio limits were not exceeded for the smaller

radii. This makes them especially compatible with the low pressure, high mass flow

characteristics of turbofan bypass fan air.

e The redLued jet turning of the 96-deg circular arc configuration reduced

lift generation but increased thrust recovery and drag reduction while operating

apparently unrestrained by the limits due to higher pressure ratio.

o For the fully rounded trailing edge configurations, drag initially was

reduced at low C and then began to rise at higher blowing due to trailing edge

suction and viscous mixing. The rise did not occur on the 96-deg arc configura-

tion.

e Base drag was minimized by the small trailing edge radius so that unblown

Cd was essentially the same as the baseline 17-percent supercritical section. Dr,,

could be further reduced on the small rcdius CCW airfoil to less than that of the

baseline airfoil by minimal blowing (C < 0.005).

o Nose-down pitc' ng momentv for all supercritical blown configurations were

less than the flight-trimmable A-6/CCW airfoil for C < 0.25.

These results suggest the strong possibility of a combined cruise and

high-lift mono-element airfoil, where the favorable characteristics of each airfoil

are retained without compromising the other, and no mechanical moving parts are

required to transition from one mode to the other. The small radius CCW fits

almost within the existing supercritical airfoil aft contour. Negligible drag

penalties occur in the cruise mode from leaving exposed a system that can generate

a section lift coefficient greater than 6.5 at ag = 0 deg in the high-lift mode.

The supercritical airfoil thick contour can provide the already proven favorable

11



transonic cruise performance, and its thicl: leading edge provides a very effe.tive

nundeflecting anti-separation device to compliment the high circulation properties

of the round trailing edges. The remaining unknown is the effect of the

nonretracting small trailing edge on the drag characteristics of tbe airfoil in

high subsonic and tranionic &-low. It is thus recommended that a trar..n'.nic

two-dimensional investigation be conducted to determine the unblown and low-blowing

performance of thc combined CCW/supercritical configuration.

12
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TABLE 1 - BASELINE 17-PERCENT-THICK SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL COORDINATES
(from Reference 7)

[Leading-edge radius. 0,.0428c; c 55.42 cm (23 in,]

X/c (z/C)upper (z/C)iower

0.0 0.000 0.000
.0125 .0304 -. 030
.0250 .0401 .0408
.0375 .0469 -. 048
.0500 .0519 -. 0533
.075 .0595 -. 0611
.100 .0652 -. 0664
.125 .06963 -. 0704
.150 .07325 -. 0735
.175 .07625 -. 0760
.200 .07890 -. 0779
.250 .083' -. 0807
.300 .0863 -. 0819
.350 .0882w -. 0&20
.400 .0891 -. 0810
.450 .08893 -. 0786
.500 .08783 -. 0748
.550 .08568 -. 0690
.575 .08423 -. 0652
.600 .08248 -. 0607
.625 .08043 -. 0554
.650 .07811 -. 0495
.675 .07541 -. 0431
.700 .07233 -. 0366
.725 .06881 -. 0301
.750 .06476 -. 0240
.775 .0602 -. 0184
.800 .0553 -. 0134
.825 .0499 -. 0093
.850 .0440 -. 0060
.875 .0376 -. 0036
.900 .0308 -. 0021
.925 .0236 -. 0017
.95 .0160 -. 0025
.975 .0081 -. 0044

1.000 .00 -. 0080
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TABLE 2 - CCW/SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL TRAILING EDGE PARAMETERS

(c - 23.000 in., xslot 22.981 in., A - aft shift in T. E. at assembly)

Configuration in. Xslot + r +A ric' h, h/r h/lc' xc')Slot

1 0.875 23.886 0.03663 0.028 0.032 0.001172 0.96211

0.014 0.016 0.000586

0.007 0.008 0.000293

0.056 0.064 0.002344 V

2 0.438 23.474 0.01864 0.028 0.064 0.001193 0.97900j 0.014 0.032 0.000596

0.007 0.016 0.000298

0.056 0.128 0.002386

3 0.219 23.224 0.009421 0.028 0.128 0.001206 0.98954

0.014 0.064 0.000603

0.007 0.032 0.000301

0.021 0.096 0.000904

4 0.438 23.419 0.018682 0.014 0.032 0.000598 0.98130

(96-deg 0.028 0.064 0.001196
circular 0.056 0.128 0.002391
arc)

V 0.007 0.016 0.000299 V

5 0.219 23.210 0.009427 0.014 0.064 0.000603 0.99013

(3 with 0021 0.096 0.000905
reworked
plenum) 0.028 0.128 0.001206

V , 7 0.007 0.032 0.000302
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LIMITS OF REFERENCE 4 TEST DATA, C, - 0.20

Cl 6

--000 c ag

0.0,

-J

6deg 4 9 12 ac -15 deg

-3

-2

C -0

FROM REFERENCE 4
(DTNSRDC REPORT ASED-274)

!•',2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
-10 -8 -4 --2 L -0.5 aef, dea

II
Figure 4 - Effective Incidence Corrections
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Figure 5 - Lift Characteristics of the NACA 64AOO8.'4/CCW Airfoil
(A-6/CCW Wing-Fold Section)

9.0
0.00 24.00 in.

-C- '24.15 in.
3.60 in.

0.16 C SLOT ADJUSTMENT h
8.0 GA SCREWS 0.027 in.

7.0 --- ORIGINAL CRUISE AIRFOIL,
NACA 64A0011.4

CONFIGURATION 4(d) 01

6.0 0 a - 0 1

4.02

0- 25 pa1

5.0fl. - 1. 1061.5-
131.5d5

4.

30

-1.0 < 0

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

CM

Figure 5a -Lift as a Function of Blowing
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Figure 5 (Continued)

NACA 64A009, 0.20C SPLIT FLAP, R. - 6 106,

C, Ve Sf

7.0

6.0 CM -0.30

0.25

* 5.0

4.0

CI

3.0

0,025
2.0

dF00 0 dog

dSLAT -37.5 dog

1.0

dFLAP 0., 6SLA 00

0

-1.0
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

0 .1 deg

Figure 5b -Lift as a Function of Incidence
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Figure 6 - Lift as a Function of Blowing and Slot Height for the
CCW/Supercritical Airfoils at a 9 0 Degrees and qnom 10 PSF

9

h, In. h/r RUNS

13 0.007 0.008 254-274 N
8 A 0.014 0.016 333-353

O 0.028 0.032 132-152
0.028 0.032 1945-1956 (qno " 25)

()0.056 0.064 381-403

7-

6

5

Cl

4

1

0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

Figure 6a - Configuration 1, r = 0.875 Inches, r/c' = 0.0366
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Figure 6 (Continued)

9

h, in. hir RUNS
80 0.5-6 0.1-28e 68r>.706

0 0.028 0.064 432-454
A 0.014 0.032 510-530
0 0.007 0.016 590-806

7

[

6

Cl

4

II
2

00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

0 Figure 6b - Configuration 2, r 0.438 Inches, r/c' 0.0186
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Figure 6 (Continued)

9

h, In. h/r RUNS
1O 0.007 0.016 1259-1274
A 0.014 0.032 1068-1085
0 0.028 0,064 1145-1164
(> 0.056 0.128 1205-1229

7

0.028 In,

6
0.056 in,

5

Cl 0.014 in,

4

3
0.007 in.

2

S0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0,70

Figure 6c - Configuration 4, 96-Degree Circular Arc,
r - 0,438 Inches, r/c' - 0.0187
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Figure 6 (Continued)

9

h, In. h/r RUNS
8 A 0.014 0.064 1287-1302 (qn - 25 ptf)

V 0.014 0.064 1303-1325
03 0.007 0.032 1534-1550
0 0.021 0.096 1426-1443

S0.028 0.128 1471-1485
7

h - 0.014 In.h - 0.007 in,

0.021 in.

6

5

C|

4

• -0.014 In,,•q 25 psf

h - 0.028 in,

2

0

I I I IIi

0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

C I

Figure 6d - Configuration 5, r 0.219 Inches, r/c' 0.0094
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i 7 1
%W f..

0" .

i 4'

h, in. hit q, psf RUNS
0 0.021 0.096 10 1426-1443
A, 0.014 0.064 1303-1325
0L- 0.007 0.032 1534-1550
1 0.028 0.128 1471-1485
4 0.014 0.064 25 1287-1302

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

PD/Poo

Figure 7 - Lift as a Function of Blowing Pressure Ratio for
Configuration 5, r 0.219 Inches
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Figure 8 (Continued)
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9_ _

r, In, tic' h/r RUNS
0 0.875 0.0336 0.032 132-152
' 0.438 0.0186 0.064 432-454C 0,438 0.0187 0.064 1146-1164 I

, 8 0.219 0.0094 0.128 1471-1485

o 0.875 0,0365 0.031 436-449,(h - 027 In.,

7 -

6

cl5

-Cf

4

rio' - 0,0094,
_ ONFIG, 5

2

a,, 0 dog

q11 -" 10 psf
Re- 1.2 - 106

NASA 17% SUPERCRITICAL, R. 2 K106

0 0.10 0,20 0,30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70
CM

Figure 9 - Comparative CCW Airfoil Lift Performance, h- 0.028 Inches
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9

r, in, r/c' h/r RUNS
0 0.875 0.0366 0.016 333-353
A 0.438 0.0186 0.032 510-530
< 0.438 0,0187 0.032 1068-1085

"8 0.219 0.0094 0.064 1303-1325

ccJ

7

SO 0 g =-0 deg

qn6m " 10 p8f

R0 - 1.2 x 106

II I I II0.10 0.20 0,30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70
CC

Figure 10 - Comparative CCW Airfoil Lift Performance, h =0.014 Inches
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9

r, In. r/c' h, In. RUNS
0 0.875 0.0366 0,028 132-152

Q 0.438 0.0186 0.014 510-530
a- 0.438 0,0187 0,014 1068-1085
[ 0.219 0.0094 0.007 1534-1550
O 0,875 0,0365 0,027 436-449 (q - 25 pet)

.7

6

5

clc

4

h! 0,007 in.

CONFIG. 5
3-

0 a 0 deg

1 ciqnom - 10 psf
R(- 1.2 - 106

• ,I1I I I I
0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

C P

Figure 11 - Comparative COW Airfoil Lift Performance, h/r 0.032
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0.24

0.22
hir - 0.0309
r/c - 0.0365

qnom - 25 psf

0.20-Re - 1.9 x 106 a -dg
-SLAT" 37.50

RUNS 436-544

0.18 -
13.5 dog

0.16

12 dog

0.14 10.5 dog

Cd U dog

0.12

6 dog

0 dog

0.10

0.08

0.06 -6 deg

0.04 "

0.02 L-

SI I I I I I

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40
cM

Figure 12 - Drag Characteristics of the NACA 64AO08.4/CCW Airfoil
(A-6/CCW Wing-Fold Section)
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Figure 13 - Drag as a Function of Blowing and Slot Height for the
CCW/Supercritical Airfoils at ca 0 Degrees and qnom 10 PSF

0.06

h, in. hlr RUNS

0.05- 0 0.028 0.032 132-152
, 0.014 0.016 333-353
[3 0.007 0.008 254-274

0.04 - <> 0.056 0.064 381-403

0.03 -

0.02

0.01

f0

-0.01

-0.02

r -0.03

1 -0.04 -

-0.05 -- 3, "13

-0.06 -

-0.07 --

0.014 in.

-0,09 -

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Figure 13a - Configuration 1, r = 0.875 Inches, r/c' = 0.0366
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Figure 13 (Continued)

0.10

h, in. hir RUNS
O> 0.056 0.128 685-706
0 0.028 0.064 432-454

0.056 in.A 0.014 0.032 510-530S[]0.007 0.016 590-606,

0.05- 651-657

0

Cd 0.014 in,

-0.05 -L

0.028 in.

-0.10 --

0.007 in.

-0.15

-0.20 I I I i
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

C m

Figure 13b -- Configuration 2, r = 0.438 Inches, r/c' = 0.0186
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Figure 13 (Continued)
0.05

0

11 I h/r RUNS

E3 0.007 0.016 1259-1274
6 0.014 0.032 1069-1085

-0.0 00.028 0.064 1145-1164
'00.056 0.128 1205-1229

-0.10 --

Cd 0

-0.15 0.007 in.

0.028 in.'9 h - 0.056 In.

0.014 In.

-0.25

-0.30

-0.351 1 •_J0 0.101 0150. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Figure 13c - Conftiguration 4, 96-Degree Circular Arc,
r - 0.438 Inches, r/c' - 0.0187
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Figure 13 (Continued)

0.05

0.04- hl/r RUNS00 0.014 0.064 1303-1325

00.021 0.096 1426-1443
0.03 (>1,028 0,128 1471-1486

0l 0.007 0.032 1534-1550

0.02
0

0.01
<
0

-0,01 .

-0.02

-0.03 -

0 0.028 in,
Cd -0,04 -

, 0.021 in.

-0.06

-0.07

0-0.08 -

-0.00 A

-0.10

-0.11 A

0
-0.12 -

-0.13

-0.14 I I I 1 I0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Figure I.3d - Configuration 5, r = 0.219 Inches, r/c' 0.0094
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c1 3.0 -•

-0 
0.20

-0.55

1.6 2

02h - 0.014 iL l

Re 9 1,2 - 106
0.5 RUNS '220&-2345

S\ NASA 17% SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL

•..1,•/ Re - 2 - 10', REFEREN4CE 7

I I I -. ._ i_ • _ ,lI . I J

-0.02 -0.01o•o~• k 0.02 Cd 0.03 0.04

a--5 dog
9

-0.5 -

Figure 15 -Drag Polars for CM-'/!upercritical. Configu.ration 5
(r - 0.219 Inches) at Low Blowing
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0

-0. hir - 0.0309

r/c - 0.0365

qnom - 25 psf

-0.4 
Re .1.9 106

dSLAT - 37.5 deg

RUNS 436-544

-0.6 -

-0.8 -

Cmc/4

-1.0

-1.2. 15 deg

61 aeg

-1 6O

3 deg

-1.8 j IJ
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0,20 0.25 0.30 0 ý3 0,40

C ;A

Figure 17 - Pitching-Moment ,haracteriatics of Lhe NACA 64AOr)8.4/CCW
Airfoil (A-6/CCW Wing-Fold Section)
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Figure 18 - Pitching Moment as a Function of Blowing and Slot Height for
the CCW/Supercritical Airfoils at a 0 Degrees and q 1 0 PSF

0

h, In, h/r RUNS
0 6.007 0.008 254-274
6 0.014 0,016 333-353

-0.5 0 0.028 0.032 132-152

C 0,056 0,064 381-403

-1,0

-1.5

CC

-2.0 _1

0,..
0.06

A!,

-3.01 I III
0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

Figure 18a - Configuration 1, r - 0.875 Inches, r/c' 0.0366
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Figure 18 (Continued)

0

h, In. h/r RUNS
C> 0.05- o.128 885-706
0 0,028 0,064 432-464
/1 0.014 0,032 510-530

-0.5 0 0.007 0.016 590-606,
651-657

-1.0

-1,5
Cmc/4

-2.0

h - 0.014 In.

h - 0.028 In,
-Z,5 - h - 0,007 in..j

-3.0 , I I I
0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

CM4

Figure 18b- Configuration 2, r- 0.438 Inches, r/c' - 0.0186
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0 Figure 18 (Continued)

Sh, in, hlr RUNS A
0. ,-U7 0.016 129.-1274

U 0.014 0,032 1068-10850 o,028 0,064 114&1164

S< .056 0,128•1205-1229

h 0.007 in,

-1.0

-- 3.00

-2,0

i i -3 .2- -- - _ .

0 0.,10 0.20 0.30 040 0,50 0.60

Figure 18c - Configuratlon 4, 9 6 -Degree Circular Arc,
r 0.438 Inches, r/c t  0.0187
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Figure 18 (Continued)

0

-0,5

-1.0
h - 0,028 in.

h - 0.014 In.,,
q - 25

Croi -1.5 - h - 0.007 in,

-2.0

h, In, hlr q, paf RUNS
V 0,014 0.064 25 1287-1302

-2.5- 11 0.014 0,064 10 1303-1325
o3 0.007 0.032 1534-1550
o0,021 0.096 1426-1443

0.028 0.128 1471-1486 h - 0,014 in.

-3.0 I I I
0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

C p

Figure 18d - Configuration 5, r - 0.219 Inches, r/c' - 0.0094
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0

r, in. r/c' h/r RUNS
00.875 0.0366 0.016 333-353

-0.5 8 0.438 0.0186 0.032 510-530

0>0.438 0.0187 0,032 1068-1085
1 0.219 0,0094 0.064 1303-1325

00.875 0,0365 0,031 436-449,

A-6/CCW (h - 0.027 in.,
q - 25 psf)

-1,0 --1.5

Cmc/4

CONFIG. 4, r/c' - 0.0187

-2.0

-2.5,

a g- 0 deg •

qnm-10 psf 
" --0;-2.5 -- Re " 1.2 x 106uo %•' .0

-3.0 1 i I I I I
0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0,60 0.70

C P

Figure 1.9 - Comparative CCW Airfoil Pitching Moment, h = 0.014 Inches
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